Dear Friends of Animal Care Sanctuary

The year 2015, my fifth year as Executive Director, marks a personal milestone for me and a banner year for ACS.

After five eventful years, I am very pleased with our progress and as optimistic and excited as ever about the Sanctuary’s future. ACS in East Smithfield and Wellsboro has built strong, cutting-edge programs that serve our animals and our communities well. We have skilled, dedicated staff, a committed board of directors, supportive communities, healthy animals and a robust adoption program. As an organization, we have reviewed and planned our physical infrastructure and invested in staff, board and volunteer development. We are building momentum as we countdown to our 50th anniversary in 2017.

The year also contained a major challenge: failure of our aging East Smithfield waterline system, which had exceeded its 30 year lifespan and had to be completely replaced. Erosion from the waterline system and brutal winters also did serious damage to our community clinic, which operates five days per week.

We are indebted to the USDA Rural Development Program and Bradford County Commissioners, who worked with us on this huge undertaking. They provided grants to completely replace the water line system and repair the busy clinic. What a difference in staff morale to know that those frozen pipes are no longer a concern when dealing with bad weather!

The renovation also made a significant difference for our clients. In particular, improved handicapped accessible ramps help both pets and their owners get into and out of the building. Less noticeable but very important improvements were made to the roof and foundation.

Another major infrastructure problem is on the horizon. Our aging, outdated kennel in East Smithfield is in dire need of replacement, which will be a major undertaking. The Board of Directors spent considerable time this year with Shelter Planners of America, generally thought to be the most experienced and skilled shelter consulting service in the country. It is critically important to have a lasting structure that will incorporate the features of a first rate shelter while also taking into account ACS’ specific needs. We are confident that the final plan will take us well into, if not through, our next fifty years. Our constituency will be hearing much more about ACS’ shelter plans in the weeks to come.

Meanwhile, volunteers at the Community Building Weekend did an outstanding job completing furnishings on communal living environments for the East Smithfield cattery so that no cats live in small, single cages. Cats in Wellsboro will soon move to great new quarters as well, as Lewis Homes of Wellsboro generously donated a mobile home to become a separate cattery.

While this was a year of substantial challenges, it was also a year of major victories. Animal Care Sanctuary received accolades and public recognition on the local, state and national levels. It started with an amazing surprise: Grammy winning singer songwriter Miranda Lambert’s MuttNation Foundation selected ACS as the winning Pennsylvania shelter in its 2015 Mutts Across America: 50 Shelters/50 States Award! Then, I was honored to receive The Greater Valley Chamber of Commerce Business Person of the Year Award and ACS was chosen as Non-Profit Organization of the Year by SCORE, Senior Core of Retired Executives in Binghamton, New York. The International Regional Magazine Association presented its Bronze Award to Brendan O’Meara, Mountain Home Magazine, for his outstanding ACS Cover Story “Take me Home” and ACS was awarded the Pennsylvania State Director’s Shelter...
Grant by The Humane Society of the United States.

We are extremely grateful and a bit overwhelmed that so many impressive people and organizations recognize Animal Care Sanctuary and what we do for animals. All too often, the needs of people and animals in rural areas are discounted or overlooked. This is a huge issue. We at ACS maintain that it is not the numbers that are the measure, but the quality of life of the people and the defenseless animals that have no voice, wherever they reside.

In November, I had the privilege of visiting the David Sheldrick Wildlife Preserve in Kenya, Africa where I saw orphan elephants rescued after their mothers were killed by poachers. I spent time with my foster orphan who was caught in a snare and shot with a poison arrow. She was doing well when I visited but, sadly, has subsequently died. I also visited orphans being reintroduced to the wild and the Masai Mara Preserve where I spent three unforgettable days observing all wildlife.

This trip was life-changing. It made me aware just how fragile our earth and living beings are. Elephants are seriously endangered. Unless all of us take immediate steps to protect them, these magnificent creatures will be extinct within the decade.

Upon returning home, I was invited to join Operation Keystone, a coalition of elephant advocates throughout Pennsylvania. They have joined together to help pass legislation to ban the sale of ivory and rhino horn. I did so without question; it is a major personal priority for me. This wonderful species deserves to survive and live in peace. Each of us can help by making a simple phone call to our state representative and senator voicing support for such legislation where it is pending and urging that legislation be introduced where it does not exist. State laws banning the sale of ivory and rhino horn exist in New York, New Jersey and California and one is pending in Pennsylvania.

As always, thank you for caring about animals and for supporting Animal Care Sanctuary for another remarkable year.

Sincerely,

Joan Smith-Reese
Executive Director
Barbara and Kirk Jennings, of Wenonah, NJ, inveterate lovers of animals and the earth, have contributed funds for four memorial scholarships for college interns to Animal Care Sanctuary. Thanks to their generosity and foresight, Animal Care Sanctuary was able to establish the Bronson Scholarships in memory of Edythe Gaye Jennings, Kirk’s sister, and Fred M. Gerhard, Barbara’s father.

Executive Director Joan Smith-Reese noted, “The ACS internship program is to our knowledge, the only one of its kind for a companion animal shelter in the country. Being able to offer four intern scholarships is not only a wonderful opportunity for aspiring college students to gain valuable, real life experience in the shelter world but also it represents a step forward for shelter medicine. We are very grateful to Barbara and Kirk Jennings for making this exceptional opportunity available.”

Twelve interns participate in the overall program. The Bronson Scholarships will provide four annual pet companion internships with on-site housing and a cost of living stipend. Notifications of the intern scholarship opportunity are sent to all 28 of the nation’s veterinary schools. College or university students in pre-veterinary or animal science with a goal of shelter medicine or shelter management, a commitment to a no kill nation and financial need are eligible to apply.

The interns will experience all facets of shelter medicine/shelter management including advocacy and fund-raising events. They will perform a 12-week rotation through the cattery, canine care, low cost spay/neuter and wellness community clinics as well as the ACS clinic with its own animals.

The interns will have the opportunity to work with over 400 cats and 60 dogs to provide quality care, enrichment, behavior training and socialization in a program designed for optimum animal health and well-being. They will learn the admission process for animals that are owner surrendered or brought in from other shelters by ACS staff. They will also learn the techniques of a successful adoption program, matching pets with compatible, caring owners and help coordinate and attend adoption events. Finally, they will explore applying lessons learned to careers they will pursue.

Animal Care Sanctuary Scholarship in Memory of Edythe Gay Jennings

Edythe Gay Jennings, known as Gay, was loved by all who knew her. Born in Hawaii on May 20, 1941, she was one year older than her brother Kirk. She was a steadfast, loving “big” sister who was always on his side, right or wrong.

Gay and husband Wray, both University of Hawaii graduates, lived on the island of Maui and had two children, Lisa and Leland. Gay died on February 15, 1995, while doing what she loved, hiking the hills of Maui with her husband and dog.

Animal Care Sanctuary Scholarship in Memory of Frederick M. Gerhard

Everyone who knew Fred Gerhard said the exact same thing about him: he was a gentleman and a gentle man. Fred was born on July 19, 1916 in Reading, Pennsylvania and grew up there.

His love of aviation took him to California where he graduated from Boeing Aeronautical School and began a 38 year career with American Airlines. He traveled the world and enjoyed every beautiful moment, soaking in the beauty that surrounded him.

Said daughter Barbara, “I am honored to be the daughter of such a magnificently kind, gentle man.”
**Vets and Pets**

ACS was delighted when the Sayre Theatre invited the sanctuary to benefit from a first run movie “Max”. “Max” is the touching story of a military service dog in Afghanistan, whose Marine handler Kyle is killed in the war. The dog is overcome by stress and retired. He is in danger of being put down until Kyle’s fourteen year old brother Justin, helps Max begin to overcome his post-traumatic stress disorder. Ultimately, Justin adopts and saves Max.

ACS was honored to be joined by the members of six area veterans organizations: Veterans of Foreign Wars Post #1536, Sayre, PA; Beirne-Webster Veterans of Foreign Wars Post #1568, Towanda, PA; American Legion Post #442, Horseheads, NY; American Legion Post #49, Troy, PA; American Legion Post #492, Waverly, NY and American Legion Post #534, Wyalusing, PA. The posts were also sponsors of the event along with Sayre Theatre, Ted Clark’s Busy Market and Stroehmann Bakery.

One of the vets brought his support dog Saber that had been severely injured, requiring specialized surgery. Attendees provided a groundswell of contributions that evening to help defray costs of the surgery. Local media covering the benefit took up the story and raised significant additional funds.

Executive Director Joan Smith-Reese noted, “Veterans and their pets are very special. ACS does everything possible on a case-by-case basis to help keep them together and safe. Today, for example, we agreed to keep a cat for a returning vet while he and his wife seek pet-friendly housing. They were broken hearted when the current landlord would not allow the cat. ACS has helped vets with training and behavior issues, provided pet food to help them through rough times, worked with landlords to help allow responsi-

---

**“Veterans and their pets save each other. Pets are symbols of hope for our veterans, proving the power of the human-animal bond.”**

“Mac” MacIntire, Chair, ACS Board

U.S. Navy veteran

---

Guest of Honor Saber
One fine October day, a small band of determined volunteers, some armed with tools, others with sheer determination, came from near and far to East Smithfield and worked long hours to perform an impressive, historic feat. In the space of a single weekend, they vowed to build climbing and sleeping structures along with other cat-pleasing accessories for ACS communal living environments for cats, thus completing the furnishings of a spectacular, cageless cattery!

Led by Peter and Nancy Shoudy of West Chester, PA, the volunteer band included Nancy Wilkerson and children Kerry and Kelly from East Fallowfield, PA, Terry Pearce from Downingtown, PA, Mike Bastion from Sayre, PA and his son-in-law and daughter, Michael and Melissa Capone from Connecticut. Most of the volunteers had traveled four or more hours and worked a full two days! They were joined locally by Janet Lambert of Sayre, PA and Marge Ross of South Waverly, PA. Many of the group contributed funds and materials. One donor was from Brazil!

Transformation accomplished! No more outdated, small, single animal cages for ACS East Smithfield cats! Instead, all of them now reside in communals, which house eight cats and are the recommended method of housing by the American Association of Shelter Veterinarians. A communal is a large, chain link structure with fencing on top. Each communal contains crates, shelving, hammocks and cat trees as well as food and water bowls. Communals enable socialization with other cats and humans, and provide room to hide and climb, scratch, play and rest.

Thanks to our loyal building weekend volunteers, all communals now have multi-levels, which cats adore, enrichment toys for mental and physical stimulation and beautiful, brightly colored hand-painted furniture to give a homelike touch.

Completion of this project enables all sanctuary cats to reside in well-furnished communals except the few that require single housing for medical or other reasons.

So what is life like for the ACS cat awaiting adoption? Not bad! Kitty lives with seven companion cats that have been evaluated in advance for compatibility. The cats have ample opportunity for socialization as well as privacy. They move about the communal, both horizontally and vertically! Time to take a nap? Kitty can perch on a shelf or snuggle into an open drawer. The communal structure provides a sense of security, yet kitty has an unobstructed view of the cattery from nearly every angle.

Periodically, but not all at the same
time, the doors to communals are open and the cats move freely throughout the entire cattery. One often views them strolling about or perched atop a cleaning cart for a free ride. Then, there’s the universal favorite in the warmer months – the catio! The catio is a very large enclosed porch with comfy chairs and tables and a view from the mountain top with plenty of sunshine and trees with birds. The catio was a labor of love for another group of heroic donors and volunteers two years ago.

All in all, ACS East Smithfield cats have a very nice life in the cattery while awaiting their caring forever homes. However, we are not done yet! Unfortunately, the ceiling and windows of the aging facility need replaced immediately, along with the air exchange that has outlived its lifespan. The “pièce de résistance” will be a cat café, a comfy room where adopters can go to spend quality time with their furry friends to help them make a perfect choice.

Do not despair! Cat lovers are a resilient, determined lot. We shall prevail! We know ACS has one of the finest catteries in the United States. Making the final repairs will ensure that status. We are immensely grateful to Peter and Nancy Shoudy, our Building Weekend volunteer team and all the wonderful donors and volunteers before them who have performed magnificently to care for our felines.

But wait, there’s more! The newest members of our ACS family in Wellsboro have been there only a few years, but they are very busy making life great for their feline friends as well. Lewis Homes of Wellsboro donated a wonderful, large mobile home that will be used exclusively to house cats. It will be named “Feline Flat”.

“Feline Flat” will soon house all Wellsboro cats after they have been discharged from the intake unit in the clinic where they are medically assessed and taken care of for a minimum of 14 days. The space currently occupied by the cats will be transformed into a simulated living room for the dogs to have time out from “shelter life.” They will be able to get out of their kennels and enjoy some of the comforts they will experience in a home setting.

Wellsboro staff and volunteers will spend most of the next year seeking contributions and in-kind donations of services and materials to prepare the foundation, paint, place the flooring, install air conditioning, add a washer and dryer and install a handicapped accessible ramp and landscaping. This project is just beginning and holds the promise of an amazing environment for Wellsboro felines while preparing them for their forever homes.

“What greater gift than the love of a cat.”
Charles Dickens
Grammy winning country singer-songwriter Miranda Lambert and her MuttNation Foundation selected Animal Care Sanctuary of East Smithfield and Wellsboro as the PA winner of their 2015 Mutts Across America: 50 Shelters/50 States award.

Miranda Lambert said, “I feel so passionately about helping all animals and I’m thrilled that we have once again been able to give to phenomenal shelters all across the country. The people at these shelters do such amazing work day in and day out and are truly heroes for the animals.”

One winner from each state was chosen to receive the recognition along with a monetary award. The shelters did not know they were under consideration; there were no grant proposals, no nominations, no contests and no applications of any kind. MuttNation Foundation did an exhaustive, year-long search based upon very high standards to determine the winning shelters. For example, winning shelters had to find adopted homes for at least 90% of the animals they took in (ACS adopted 91% of the animals it took in) and had to have no more than a 10% euthanasia rate (ACS is a no kill shelter.)

Other factors included a strong presence in the community, high volunteerism, work outside the shelter to adopt out or to minister to the elderly, schools, and so forth, an up-to-date website and periodic newsletters, fiscal responsibility, high activity fundraising and to be strong advocates for spay/neuter campaigns, clinics and activities.

As one of the few shelters that has its own veterinary staff, ACS spays or neuters and microchips for identification every animal it takes in, between 550 and 600 per year. Moreover, ACS provides the only low cost wellness care for pet owners in Bradford and Tioga Counties. ACS busy community clinics perform spay/neuter surgeries and provide vaccinations five days per week in East Smithfield and three days per week at the newer Wellsboro site.

The award also required sufficient hours of operation for adoptions such as weekends, nights and/or weekdays.

Each of the shelters was praised for its exemplary work in the fight to end animals’ suffering and to accelerate pet adoptions.
Animal Care Sanctuary’s Executive Director Joan Smith-Reese responded,

“We were completely surprised and honored to be the Pennsylvania recipient of the 2015 Mutts Across America: 50 States/50 Shelters Award. Miranda Lambert and the MuttNation Foundation are to be lauded for their generosity and unflagging efforts on behalf of all of us who work to save animals.

Of course, the three thousand dollar award is very helpful, but the endorsement of ACS is priceless. We are especially pleased that the award comes just as Animal Care Sanctuary is preparing to celebrate its 50th anniversary. It is a validation of everything that we have aspired to do for half a century! We are very grateful to Miranda, her mother Bev and the hard-working team at MuttNation Foundation.”

MuttNation Foundation, MNF, is a work of love for the Lambert family. Miranda and her mother Bev co-founded MNF nearly a decade ago because of their love for their pets. Their efforts are dedicated to ending animal homelessness, neglect, abuse and abandonment and to increasing the adoption of shelter pets. In 2013, MNF conceived a plan to select a shelter in each of the 50 states and lend a financial hand. Hence Mutts Across America: 50 States/50 Shelters was launched. Coincidentally, in 2014, MNF took over its first owned and operated shelter in Tishomingo, Oklahoma when local efforts to save it failed. Fittingly, it is called Redemption Ranch!

Although many celebrities do wonderful things for animals, ACS knows of no other public figure who has launched a continuing effort based on the highest standards, to recognize and reward shelters doing a superb job in each of the 50 states. Moreover, the awards are not based on political considerations or market share. They honor shelters that care for a wide variety of animals in need such as a horse sanctuary, a disabled pet farm, an elderly/senior pet sanctuary, a blind farm and a last chance rescue for animals from other shelters.

These are shelters that are working every single day in rural and urban America. And these are shelters whose work brings the United States closer each day to becoming a no kill nation; where homeless pets are given a safe haven, made healthy and adopted to well matched, forever homes.

Janet M. Scarlett, DVM, MPH, PHD, Professor Emerita of Epidemiology, Founder and former director of Maddie’s Shelter Medicine Program at Cornell College of Veterinary Medicine and member of the ACS Professional Advisory Committee summed up:

“The MuttNation Foundation’s Mutts Across America: 50 Shelters/50 States Awards comprise a uniquely significant and extensive effort by a celebrity to recognize and encourage the efforts of highly effective shelters. Their work toward a no kill nation is the ultimate goal. May many other celebrities follow Miranda Lambert’s remarkable model!”

The entire Animal Care Sanctuary family pays tribute to Miranda and Bev Lambert for being Ambassadors for Animals in the finest sense. Miranda, you have raised your extraordinary voice to benefit shelter animals across our country that have no voice and that need our help so desperately.

For that we will be ever grateful!
Leave a Lasting Legacy

The generosity and foresight of generations past have made possible much of what our sanctuary is today. For nearly half a century, Animal Care Sanctuary has been steadfast to its commitment to rescue, rehabilitate and adopt animals instead of euthanizing them, making it one of the largest no-kill shelters in the nation. Currently home to over 500 dogs, cats, rabbits, horses, pigs and birds, ACS strives to find well-matched, lifetime homes for the animals with continuing support when needed. ACS adopters and donors come from throughout the United States.

To sustain the magnitude of work required to save a large number of animals is a tremendous and ever-present challenge. While annual giving helps sustain the organization from year to year, you can leave a lasting legacy for the animals through a bequest in your will, a trust, or other planned gifts to help ensure that animals continue to be rescued and protected. A planned gift enables you to make a significant gift for endowment, capital projects, operations or program development while also reducing the taxable portion of your estate. Planned gifts can be constructed to help you reduce or eliminate capital gains or estate taxes, obtain significant income tax benefits and provide annual income.

There are many ways to give to Animal Care Sanctuary………

The Gift by Will: Just as you arrange for the financial and personal security of loved ones including pets in a will, so can you provide for the ongoing work of Animal Care Sanctuary through a will. Gifts by bequest can assist in such areas as endowment, capital needs and program development, connecting you with the Sanctuary in a very special way for years to come. A bequest assures you of complete use of assets during life and assures that your philanthropic intentions will be accomplished while tax benefits minimize the costs to your heirs. There are several different types of bequests.

The Gift by Trust: A trust enables you to make a significant gift to the Sanctuary while receiving income from capital, securities or other property and significant tax advantages. The unitrust and annuity trust, two of the most common charitable trusts, provide income to you during your lifetime and, if you so choose, the lifetime of a beneficiary.

The Gift of Appreciated Long-Term Securities: These gifts may enable you to avoid capital gains tax while taking a charitable deduction for the full value of the stock.

The Gift of Personal Property: An outright gift of your residence, vacation home or other real estate to Animal Care Sanctuary qualifies you for a charitable deduction. This type of gift may also enable you to avoid capital gains tax on the appreciation of the property.

The Gift of Retirement Assets: Designating ACS as a beneficiary of your IRA or other retirement plan can help reduce income and estate taxes.

The Gift of Life Insurance: The gift of a new or existing life insurance policy allows you to create a substantial gift to ACS irrespective of your present assets or estate, and can help reduce income and estate taxes.

For more information about planning your gift, contact the Director of Development at (570) 596-2200 Ext: 227 or email rtwomey@comcast.net.
Lydia’s Story: The Shelter with a Soul

Lydia Klasnikov

It was my darkest hour. I had suddenly lost my dear husband of 35 years who was also my business partner and best friend. We came to the United States 23 years before from an oppressed land and built a new life. His final wish was to take his ashes and those of our wonderful dog of 19 years to the Croatian island of Krk, where our families were. This meant an extended journey of two or three months and finding a suitable, temporary home for our three beloved cats while I was away.

My darkest hour became even darker when I could find no organization in the Philadelphia area where we lived to take our cats! Several suggested that I just euthanize them! Others would take them only if I would put them up for adoption. Then, if they were not adopted within two weeks, they would be euthanized! I fully intended to pay for the care of the cats, at least what I could afford, but that did not seem to matter. The only places that would even consider boarding were outrageously unaffordable.

I was beside myself. I thought that shelters understood that pets were members of one’s family. I believed that the point was to help them be adopted – to find happy, forever homes. Not the case, at least not for the many shelters that I tried, unless it could be done in a nearly impossible time frame; otherwise, the animals were euthanized. The shelters kept getting farther and farther away from home. Finally, at my wits end, I came upon Animal Care Sanctuary. I was not familiar with it and did not know where it was, except that it was hours away from Philadelphia and it was a no kill shelter!

“Hello, this is Erin, the Adoption Coordinator. How may I help you?” a warm friendly voice asked. I dared not hope. I took a deep breath and told my story. With a voice that was full of compassion she told me how sorry she was for my loss and, while my request was not exactly within the realm of what the sanctuary did, she wanted to discuss my situation with the Executive Director to see if there were a way to help. Within minutes she came back to the phone and said, “ACS will be pleased to help you. We will take your cats for as long as necessary and send you reports on how they are doing. We will give them the same love and attention we give all of our animals, along with any medical care should they need it.” I could not believe my ears!

I drove the cats and their belongings to the sanctuary, a lovely place on a mountain top and a true, no kill shelter. We made the cats comfortable in their new home and I said my tearful farewell. I began the long sad journey back to our native land with peace of mind.

While abroad I received frequent encouraging email reports from staff; the cats were eating well and in good spirits. My time away and relocation stretched out to a long three months. Still, the reports kept coming. Then, one happy day, I was able to go up to the sanctuary to bring my precious little ones home. It was obvious that they had been well cared for. ACS was a lifesaver; not just for my cats but for me. Having my furry family back meant everything.

Words cannot describe the gratitude I feel toward ACS, the shelter with a soul. I am not a person of great means, but I do everything I can to help ACS and always will. I collect and donate all manner of items the animals need. Most of all, as an artist, I make one-of-a-kind thank you cards for the very special contributors who make it possi-
ble for ACS to save the lives of their hundreds of animals and, in doing so, give lives back to families and people like me. As they say in my land, “THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY IS IN A KIND AND CARING HEART NOT IN EXPECTATION OF GAIN.”

Lydia’s special thank you card

Beli  Speedy  Godzilla

Cole and Burd Subaru, selected Animal Care Sanctuary in Wellsboro as one of the Hometown Charity Award winners.
ACS Gratefully Acknowledges Your Lifesaving Contributions

Estates & Trusts
Arthur Korn Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Estate of Emily M. Salzberg
Estate of Harriet Barber
Estate of Joan Scroggs
Estate of Margaretta Stone
Estate of Natalie Patterson
Estate of Patricia Dwyer
Estate of Paula Knabenhaus
Estate of Sheila Banks
Estate of Virginia Ruthnell
Estate of Virginia Wartman
Hans S Mannheimer Trust
James R. Combs Trust
Katharine M. Baker Living Trust
Marcia S Wolf Living Trust
Marie And Edward Wilkerson Animal Welfare Trust Fund
Raymond James Charitable Endowment Fund
The Gloria Flora Niccich Trust
The John P. Cline Living Trust
The Suzanne Mieso Family Trust
Trust of Crisp S. Miller

Foundations
Audrey Love Charitable Foundation
M. Edward Morris Foundation Inc.
MtnNation Foundation, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
The Home Depot Foundation
The Pete Foundation

Corporations/Businesses
A&D Appraisals and Insurance
AES Armenia Mountain Wind LLC
American Legion
American Legion Post 534
American Legion, Bentley-Trumble Post 442
Andy's Paw Prints
Athena American Legion
AutoMax
Avery Denninson
Backwoods Cloggers
Beacon Light Behavioral Health Systems
Beirne-Webster FWV Post # 1568
Blue Bag Boutique LLC
Bo's Bonuses Charters
Bradford Co. Penna DOT Brothers and Sisters Local 2126
Bradford County Tourism and Promotion Agency
Buffalo Valley Recreation Authority
CA Thrush Insurance Agency, Inc.
Canton Area JR - SR High School
Carl Ettelman Co., Inc.
Chemite, Inc.
Civil & Environmental Consultants
Claverack Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Couches Pizza
Cofe & Burd Automotive
Custom Rebuilders, Inc.
D&H Keystone Market
Dandy Mini Marts
Erle's Janitorial Supply & Equipment Company
Finger Lakes Health Care Federal Credit Union
First Citizens Community Bank
First Heritage Federal Credit Union
Flaster Greenberg, P.C.
Full Boar Transport LLC
Fulmers Auto Care Center, Inc.
Furman's Barber Shop
Galeton Area School District Student Council
GRA-HIL Construction, Inc.
Greater Valley Limousine
Guthrie Healthcare System
Hainley Family Dentistry, P.C.
Hal Fish Plumbing & Air Conditioning
Hilside Rod and Gun Club
Holiday Inn
Howard Hanna
Hudock Capital Group LLC
Huges Notary Service
Jeff Paul Plumbing Heating & Electric
Joe's Automotive, LLC
John H. Murray & Son, Inc
Keck's Food Service
Knight Out II, Inc.
Landy & Landy
Larry's Sport Center, Inc.
Leprino Foods Co.
Lions Club of Troy
Loyal Order of the Moose # 1147
Marcia S. Kesten
Milltown Inn, Inc.
Moore's Automotive, Inc.
Nancy's Animal House
Nestle Purina
Northern PA Notary Services
Northern Tier Counseling
Northwest Savings Bank
Novak & Associates Real Estate
Oak Hill Enterprises, Inc.
P. Dean Homer Funeral Home
Palmer Manufactured Homes
Pencor Services, Inc.
Penn Foster
Pioneer Paws Veterinary Clinic
ProCare Physical Therapy
PSBank
Pudgie's Pizza
Quandel Construction Group, Inc.
Rehfeld's Vending
Robert Packer Operating Room
Rotary Club of Elmira
RPI Magnet Council
Sayre American Legion Post 283
Service Machine and Tool
Shaffer's Feed Service, Inc.
Shechtman Marks Devon PC
Sher Properties, Inc.
Shuman Company, Inc.
Smith Research, Inc.
State Line Auto Auction
Talisman Energy
The Hilliard Corporation
The Klip Joint Hair Studio
The Petango Store
The Principal Financial Group
The Sullivan Review
Tire-Land USA, Inc.
Tom's Hardware & Feed, Inc.
Towanda Area Education Association
Troy Fair
Track Lite Co., Inc.
United Rentals
Valley Business Women's Network
Valley Dental Society
Valley Energy
Valley Property Works
Veterans Of Foreign Wars Post #1536
VFW Post 714
Visions Federal Credit Union
Vulcraft of New York
Walsh Management, Inc.
Ward Manufacturing
Waverly Memorial Post Bell Jar
Wellshoro Electric Company
Wellshoro Employee Fund
Wellshoro Pediatric Health Care Associates
Wildcat Music LLC
Your Money Matters

Public Funding
Bradford County Community Economic Development Fund
United States Department of Agriculture - Rural Development Program

ACS Champion Gifts of $1000-4,999
Carl Baskin
Raymond Bolacez
Marjory Cleaveland-Yeakel
Danny W. Cox
George Dummit
Clara Jo Goode
Thomas Guette
Loretta Hanbury
Gene Harrigan
Donald and Brenda Lysle
Martina Martin
Joseph McNally
Shari O'Neal
Elaine Pierson
Anna Sonia K. W Rotenberg
Clark Sparrow
Scott and Debra Spaulding
Judith Stevens
Pat Stritch
Alice Truffa
Peggy Tyler
Donald and Jane Weaver
Thomas J. and Joan Weissmuller
Thomas Wilson
Ralph and DeeAnn Jo Wolstenholme

ACS Champion Gifts of $500-999
Darlene E. Borts
Charles and Susan Bowman
Marlene and Richard Burkard
Frank Chua
Jenny Chung
Emily Cobb
Virginia Davila
Henry and Sarah Dunn
Alan Eversly
Ellen and Marc Feldman
Susan Ford
Maunallen Gregory
Letty Gum
Elizabeth Hart
Margaret Hassett
Ronald Johnson
Charade Kittle
penelope Lawrence
Richard and Betty MacIntire
Raymond and Carol Mackiewicz
Larry and Sandra Nesbit
Robert M. Perrone
Fred Sargent
Peter and Nancy Shoudy

ACS Best in Show Gifts of $5000+
David and Patricia Dershem
Making a gift in memory of or in honor of a loved one, caregiver or pet is a meaningful way to express one’s thanks and support. The listed individuals were memorialized or honored with a gift to Animal Care Sanctuary in their names in fiscal year 2015.

**In Memorial:**

In Memory of Abby
Jan Brant

In Memory of Alice Anderson
Bob and Dot Anderson

In Memory of Amy Daulton
Karen Decaneas

In Memory of Andi Anapalo
Janice Solomon Anapalo Weiss

In Memory of Annn Brown
Harry Brown

In Memory of Annie
Charles and Kathleen Shields

In Memory of Annie
Lois Ann Ryan

In Memory of Atlas, Molly and Sam
Wendy Hubbard

In Memory of Becky
Salvatore LaFerrara

In Memory of Belle Springer
Edward Springer

In Memory of Betty Rockwell
John and Carol Osman, Jr.

In Memory of Brandi
Joan Condreras

From My Shelf Books
Gerald Gaye

Mary Annete Geneski
Cheryl Gordon

Mary Groover
Annette Harlan

Wellboro Gazette
Linda Wickman

Jodi Wider
Carolese Holley

Di Anne King
Barb Leach

Tonya Lewis
Melissa Losee

Elizabeth Mansfield
Greg and Janice Martin

Sierra Marzo
Matthews Motor Company

Debora McCullen
Donna & Steven Miner

Palmer Manufactured Homes
Christine Personius

Julius Sabo
Dara Sacco

Frank Salatino
Shane Pincher

Gene & Kathy Shith
Sherry Short

Lisa Shotberger
Peter and Nancy Shoudy

Tyler Smith
Joan Smith-Reese

Gabrielle Spencer
Ted Clark’s Busy Market

Truck-Lite Co., Inc.

Linda Collins
Brian and Carol Canfield

Richard and Cheryl Carlusos
Aubrey Carrington

Natalie Carroll
Frank & Lynn Cereto

Mark and Lisa Chapdelaine
Lois Churchill

Wendell Cleveland
Linda Collins

Joan Condreras
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In Memory of Bubba
Richard and Cheryl Edwards

In Memory of Bubba's Christine
Kenneth and Mary Christine

In Memory of Buddy and Henry
Jean A. Bloom

In Memory of Bufalo
Douglas and Linda Robinson

In Memory of Buzz Lightyear and Charlie
G Mathew and Barbara Gordon

In Memory of Bufalo's
Gloria Morrison

In Memory of Buddy
Linda E. Young

In Memory of Bruce
Joseph and Linda Scopelliti

In Memory of Bruce's
Steven and Helene Rouse

In Memory of Bruce's Christine
In Memory of Nicholas
Laura Smith

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's
In Memory of Noelle
Joan and Carmela Moretti

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's
In Memory of Ollit, Puddy Pie and Kitty Kat
Annette Mastroplito

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's
In Memory of Onyx
Debbie Fitzwater

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Patrice (Patch) Baker
Cynthia Spicer

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Penny and Razen
Cheryl Zellers

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Pepse
Gail Kendlewies

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Pete and Ginny Peterson
Peter and Betty Peterson

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Peyton
Winfred Perry

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Poco
Greg and Janice Martin

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Princess
East Smithfield Holistic Healthcare

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Princess
Elizabeth Foth

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Pumpkin Rawnsley
Constance Anderson

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Pugs Pass and Pops
Jackie Pyznar

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Ranger
Barbara Borreelli

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Ray Dellinger
Megan Andre

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Rebel
Leon Weaver

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Rebel
Patricia Huda

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Red
Theresa Antonacci

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Rev James W. Barrett
Layton and Elizabeth Kingsley

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Rexford "Mike" Johnson
Ernest and Lorraine Bohart

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Richard
John and Jackie Bartolotta

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Richard
Madeline Terry

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Honor of Tucker
Daniel Powell

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Honor of Willo
Margaret Black

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Honor of your black dog that quietly waited to be picked
Virginia Marques

In Memory of Bruce's Christine's's's's
In Memory of Honor of Zoey
Charles and Kathleen Shields
In Memory of Robert "Bob" Kenderdine
Mark and Linda Kenderdine
In Memory of Romaria and Caco
Anna Sonia K. W. Rotenberg
In Memory of Ron Powell
Lois McDonald
Robert and Juanita Teeter
In Memory of Ron Sheehan
Jack and Mollyra Stoud
In Memory of Roxxy Eliz. Schwarz
Doris Schwarz
In Memory of Roy Fitzsimmons
Service Machine and Tool
In Memory of Ruth Samuel
Frank, Pat and Doug Brain
Glen and Judith Mekles
Joseph and Marlene Stancati
Nicole Braids
In Memory of Sally Casper
Evans and Karen Jenkins
William and Lucy Wilent
In Memory of Sally Cat
Bart and Sue Brucklacher
In Memory of Samantha
Marietta Barton
In Memory of Sandy Campbell
Mary Ann Campbell
In Memory of Sally Casper
Dorothy and Stephen Kuehle
In Memory of Sasha
John and Ruth Barke
In Memory of Scarlett
Ellen Richardson
In Memory of Scoots
Diane Davis
In Memory of Scoots
Virginia Lyman
In Memory of Selena
Colleen Marshall
In Memory of Seymour "Norty" Knight
Orie and Donna Brown III
Chuck and Carol Roan
Gary and Melinda Steis
Ruth Priester
Robert and Joan Heckrode
In Memory of Shadow
Catherine And Eileen Kosiak
in Memory of Shadow and Marsh
Margaret Fournier
In Memory of Shadow, Wabbit, Lulu and Bubba
Margaret Hassett
In Memory of Shirley Johnson
Robert and Sharon Bolt
In Memory of Simba
Madalene Swetland
In Memory of Skinny Cat
Clara Charters
In Memory of Snickers
Kristin Moore
In Memory of Sparkle and Boomer
Joseph and Patricia Nallant
In Memory of Spookie
Mary Jane Froek
In Memory of Steve P. Chauka
Elizabeth R. Chauka
In Memory of Stray Kitty and Buster
Reinhard Dieg
In Memory of Sweet Adeline
Gail Bykonich
In Memory of Sylvester
Ruth Barber
In Memory of Tanner
Joan McCarthy
In Memory of Teddy
Vicki Rodabaugh
In Memory of Teddy (Lincoln)
James R. Combs Trust
In Memory of Teddy and Rufus
Tom and Ann Simons
In Memory of Teresa Picard
Dolores Picard
In Memory of Thomas Guthrie
Audrey Carrington
Bill and Karen Lebby
Bradford County Pemex DOT Brothers and Sisters Local 2126
Bram Williams Caldwell & Sheetz
JoAnn Nearing
Michael and Kay Smith
WR Croman Elementary
Brian and Carol Canfield
Douglas and Helen Lebby
Edwin Moore Jr.
Margot Blase
Nathan and Dianne Lee
Richard and Cheryl Carlonas
Robert Walsh
Ruth Lee
Ruth Pierce
Social Security Administration
Stephen and Ruth Suhio
Theresa Sheridan
William and Beverly Smith
William and Elizabeth Pierce
Preston and Naomi Eideh
In Memory of Thomas J
Carol Bennett
In Memory of Tom Baxter
Gary Crisst
In Memory of Triumph
Nacine Supinsky
In Memory of Troy
Ted Watson
In Memory of Tuan Vi Ma
Hue Ma
In Memory of Tucky
Lynn Ann Lewis
In Memory of Vivian DeBlosse
Cody S. Smith
In Memory of Walt and Irene Maleck
Ronald Johnson
In Memory of Walt Brown
Karl and Zanetta Tewsbury
In Memory of Wellsby
Edward and Beverly Barket
In Memory of William Coobhaugh
Helen Harshbarger
Lori McLinko
Guthrie Healthcare System
Keith and Lisa Grazul
Molly Devine
Shaffer’s Feed Service, Inc.
Thomas and Joyce Jager
Tom and Judy Davidson
Beth Smith
In Memory of William Knebel
Margaret M. Knebel
In Memory of William Tiiff
Douglas and Meredith Tiiff
In Memory of Winifred Lyon
Dan and Michelle Lyon
Douglas Wilson
John Schill
Mary Young
Thomas and Kathleen Minotti
William and Teresa McCahill
In Memory of Winnie and Kelly
Susa Black
In Memory of your 13 wonderful dogs
William and Patricia Simons
In Honor Of:
In Honor of the ACS animals
Michele Owczarski
In Honor of Agnes Rehberg
Michael and Gretchen Perdons
In Honor of Agnes Rehberg and the Brooklyn cats
Mary Dubsky
In Honor of Amy Pardo
Cliff Pardo
In Honor of the Anderson and Montague
Erl Greene
In Honor of Ann M. Brown
Harry Brown
In Honor of Arianna Cook
Diane God
In Honor of Berniece Haskell
Elaine Harrington
In Honor of Bonnie and Clyde
Tim Farley
In Honor of Candle
Carl Behrendt
In Honor of Casper
Gerald Mullen
In Honor of Charlie Yale the rescue Under Dog
Donna Yale
In Honor of Chester
Avia Whaley
In Honor of Clara and Lewey
Vaughn and Monica Hoyt
In Honor of Corty
Ejazin Ward
In Honor of Dawne Brendle
Dr. and Karen Hansen
In Honor of Diane Stachau
Michael and Carol Lichty
In Honor of Dina DeLauro and Mindy Mercer
Diana Robbins-Smith
Carole Bayer
In Honor of Dixie Doodle
Krista Chakau
In Honor of DOG and Pickles
Ted Watson
In Honor of Dr. Clark Sparrow
Joan L. Cowles
In Honor of Ed and Patti
Morgan Davie
In Honor of Elizabeth Mahoske’s mother
Mark Singer
In Honor of Ellen Lowery-Miller
Nanette Lowery
In Honor of Friday and Baby
Darlene E. Berts
In Honor of Gail Bykonich
Thomas and Patricia Sweney
In Honor of Gracie Slater
Jayne Slater
In Honor of Janice DeAncona
Dawn DeAncona
In Honor of Jazzman Barket
Edward & Beverly Barket
In Honor of Jim and Linda Priester
Kurt Priester
In Honor of Joan Smith-Reese
Rosemary Tsumae
Peter and Nancy Shoudy
Bettymay Hutton
In Honor of Jolyn Hakes
Stephen Patch
In Honor of Kate
Tracy Haas
In Honor of Katie
Ted and Gail Franklin
In Honor of Katness
Suzy Corse
In Honor of Kurt Priester
Sandra Erickson
In Honor of Laddy
Nancy Ray
In Honor of Laura Clarson
Barbara Butcher
In Honor of Leslie, Alaina, and Andrew Jenkins
Jamey Harris
In Honor of Marjorie and Joe Petrolino
Janet Herman
In Honor of Misty
Donald Phkty and Bonnie Norton
In Honor of Murr
Carol Cacchione
In Honor of Perry
Jane McDonald
In Honor of Pickles
Ted Watson
In Honor of Rama
Evan S Williams III
In Honor of Rana Colaianni and Mike Armbruster
Stephanie Salvatori
In Honor of Ramsom
Vicki Rodabaugh
In Honor of Robert Perrone
Megan Andeer
In Honor of Ross and Autumn DeLauro
Carole Bayer
In Honor of Roxie
Sandra and Glen Imiola
In Honor of Ruth Ellen
Kelly Hawthorne
In Honor of Ryan and Kristin Cleveland
Wendell Cleveland
In Honor of Ryan Cleveland
David and Sandra Cleveland
In Honor of Sarge
Richard and Cheryl Edwards
In Honor of Spice
Marietta Barton
In Honor of Spider
GRA-HIL Construction, Inc.
In Honor of Steve Block
Sanford Block
In Honor of Therese DeSanto
Christopher and Rhoda DeSanto
In Honor of Trudy Swingle
Cristy Rathbun
In Honor of Trula and Karen
Christopher Hunsinger
During 2015 at ACS there were:

- **708 animals admitted**
  - 467 in East Smithfield
  - 241 in Wellsboro
- **640 animals adopted**
  - 405 in East Smithfield
  - 235 in Wellsboro
- **2718 spay/neuter surgeries performed**
  - 1818 in East Smithfield
  - 900 in Wellsboro
- **2040 clinic appointments**
  - 1637 in East Smithfield
  - 137 in Wellsboro
- **9068 hours of volunteer time contributed**
  - 3519 in East Smithfield
  - 5549 in Wellsboro

---

**Statements of Financial Position**

December 31, 2015

**ASSETS**

Current assets:
- Cash and cash equivalents $110,937
- Prepaid expense and other current assets 6,859

**Total current assets** 117,796

Property and equipment, net 1,204,720
Intangible assets 16,200
Investments 1,566,180
Beneficial interest in perpetual trust 1,254,131

**Total assets** $4,159,027

**LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS**

Current liabilities:
- Line of Credit 15,000
- Note Payable 1,045
- Accounts payable and accrued expenses $156,508

**Total current liabilities** $172,553

Net assets:
- Unrestricted 2,504,901
- Temporarily restricted 156,412
- Permanently restricted 1,325,161

**Total net assets** 3,986,474

**Total liabilities and net assets** $4,159,027
January
PA recipient of Miranda Lambert’s MuttNation Award

February
Second Annual Monte Carlo Casino Night

March
Greater Valley Chamber names Joan Reese Business Person of the Year

April
ACS attends Lobby Day in Harrisburg

May
Fifth Annual Mutt Strut and Third Annual Golf Tournament a success

June
Lewis Homes of Wellsboro donates future Cattery

July
Wine & Whiskers in Wellsboro

August
“Max” Movie Premiere

September
First Annual Woofstock Music Festival on ACS East Smithfield grounds

October
Penn Foster visits ACS East Smithfield

November
Bradford County and USDA Officials celebrate improvements at ACS East Smithfield

December
Tom’s Hardware and winning customer donate $500

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Richard “Mac” MacIntire, Chair
Sarah Dunn, Treasurer
Cynthia Opeka, Secretary
David Burch
Berneice Haskell
Marquene Kane
Michele Licata
Elaine Pierson
Marge Ross
Jeffrey Russell
Jack Wheeler

LEADERSHIP STAFF
Joan Smith-Reese, Executive Director
Denise Drabick, Wellsboro Director
Rosemary Twomey, CFRE, Director of Development
Rachel Rossiter, Director of Canine Care
Patricia Steves, Director of Feline Care
Jessica Thomas, Adoption Coordinator
Julie Kassak, Business Manager
Candace Robinson, Wellsboro Business Manager
Bobbi Lee, Director of Finance
Sara Hamburger, Director of Enrichment & Behavior

Cover photo: “Miranda Lambert and Dogs” by Becky Fluke